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Abstract—This paper investigates whether the use of Con-
straint Programming (CP) could enable the development of a
generic and easy-to-upgrade placement service for Fog Comput-
ing. Our contribution is a new formulation of the placement
problem, an implementation of this model leveraging Choco-
solver and an evaluation of its scalability in comparison to recent
placement algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, our study
is the first one to evaluate the relevance of CP approaches in
comparison to heuristic ones in this context. CP interleaves
inference and systematic exploration to search for solutions,
letting users on what matters: the problem description. Thus,
our service placement model not only can be easily enhanced
(deployment constraints/objectives) but also shows a competitive
tradeoff between resolution times and solutions quality.

Index Terms—Fog Computing, Edge Computing, Services
Placement, Constraint Programming, Choco Solver

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud platforms are part of the distributed computing
landscape. However, given the massive arrival of IoT de-
vices, together with an exponential number of related applica-
tions (smart-metering, smart-transportation, augmented reality,
wearable computing, etc.), the deployment of more decentral-
ized infrastructures such as the Fog ones [1] is now crucial.
Distributing the infrastructure itself and installing processing
resource in different locations, closer to users, is the only
way to cope with the requirements in terms of throughput and
latency of the aforementioned applications. Processing a data
stream as close as possible to where it has been generated,
mitigates, for instance, network congestion [2]. Figure 1 gives
an overview of a Fog Computing infrastructure: a large number
of heterogeneous interconnected devices between clouds and
IoT sensors.

While Fog Computing infrastructures will soon allow the
deployment of processing/storage resources closer to the edge
of the network, there are still open questions related to
the resource management aspects. Among them, the service
placement problem (i.e. "how to assign IoT applications to
computing nodes which are distributed in a Fog environ-
ment?") has generated lots of interests in the scientific commu-
nity [4, 5]. However, all placement service proposals have been
designed to solve one particular use case, which strongly limits
their adoption into a general resource management system
for Fog infrastructures. Although our community has been

Fig. 1: A Fog Computing architecture as presented in [3].

investigating this challenge for a couple of years [6–11], we
claim that proposed approaches are not generic enough to deal
with all applications’ specifics that Fog infrastructures would
have to host. Current algorithms rely mainly or Integer Linear
Programming (ILP) or heuristic approaches that are not easily
expandable (i.e. cannot easily evolve to integrate new applica-
tion or infrastructure characteristics, and allow new placement
constraints to be easily developed and integrated), or upgrade-
able in the sense of exploiting any resolution approach that
is implied by the user, allowing independent sub-problems to
be solved in parallel. In this paper, we investigate whether a
model built on the Constraint Programming (CP) [12] can be
envisioned to develop a generic and easy-to-upgrade placement
service for Fog infrastructures. Besides being faster and more
robust than the known ILP approach, the CP code is signifi-
cantly smaller, which implies it would be easier to implement
and maintain. Plus, many open-source yet efficient CP solvers
are distributed whereas the ILP uses an external (potentially
expensive) commercial ILP solver. In view of that, we propose
in this work a new formulation and relatively simple model
for the placement problem considering a general definition
of service and infrastructure network through graphs using
constraint programming. We underline that the contribution
of this study is not only related to the model provided but
also to its validation in terms of extensibility and scalability.
Although the use of CP approaches have been proven efficient
in several problem solvers, in particular in Cloud Computing



placement problems (i.e. Entropy VEEE, BTRPlace) [13], CP-
solvers are still facing negative preconceived ideas regarding
their capacity to deal with large problems. Here, we propose to
extend those models to take into account Edge specifics, and
show through our evaluation results that the implementation of
our model in Choco-solver [14] is competitive w.r.t the most
recent solutions of the literature.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follow. Section II
presents the related work to placement challenges in Fog
Computing platforms and motivates the need for a holistic
placement service. Section III describes our model and the
way we solve the placement problem using Choco-solver.
Section IV discusses experiments we performed to evaluate
the efficiency of our placement service. Finally, Section V
concludes this paper and gives some perspectives.

II. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION

The service placement problem in Fog infrastructures has
been highly discussed with several solutions based on differ-
ent application scenarios, network assumptions, and objective
functions. Based on our analysis of the state-of-the-art, most of
the scenarios undertaken so far can be categorized as follows:

• Scenario 1: deploy a set of services each abstracted as
a single component. This scenario considers monolithic
applications (e.g. data) [6, 10]. In [10], the authors
investigate the problem of IoT data placement in a Fog
infrastructure. They propose to formulate the problem
as a generalized assignment problem by considering the
resource capabilities constraints and minimize the overall
latency while storing and retrieving the data set. In order
to accelerate the solving time, the authors provide a
heuristic based on geographical zoning to reduce search
space and find out a placement in a reasonable time.
In [6], Yousefpour et al. study the dynamic Fog service
provisioning problem. The study aims to dynamically
provisioning IoT applications on the fog nodes, to comply
with the QoS terms (delay threshold, penalties, etc.) with
minimal resource cost. The problem is formulated as an
integer non linear programming task, and two heuristics
are proposed to solve it efficiently.

• Scenario 2: deploy a set of services each abstracted
as a set of interdependent components. This scenario
assumes that each service is pre-partitioned into a set
of components (resp. modules), where only components
requirements are taken into account. As an example,
we cite the work of Skarlat et al. in [8], that propose
to study the placement of IoT services on virtualized
Fog resources. This work present a placement strategy
that maximize the number of service placements to fog
resources, while satisfying the QoS constraints. Only re-
source application components and application execution
deadline are specified. The service placement problem is
formulated as an ILP and solved by CPLEX. A genetic
algorithm in a centralized manner is proposed to reduce
and accelerate the execution time of ILP.

• Scenario 3: deploy a set of services each abstracted as a
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). The service in this sce-
nario is assumed to be pre-partitioned into interconnected
components (resources and networking requirements are
considered) having a DAG topology [7, 9, 11]. The DAG
graph models a wide range of realistic IoT applications
like healthcare, latency-critical gaming that involve a
hierarchical set of processes (or virtual machines), in-
cluding streaming, multicasting, and data aggregation
applications. Among the works considering this scenario,
we cite the work of Brogi et al. [7] that propose a
model to support the QoS-aware deployment of multi-
component IoT applications in Fog infrastructures. The
proposed model provides eligible deployments (if any) of
an application by performing pre-processing plus back-
tracking approaches.

As we can remark here and in many other works that try
to address the placement problem in Fog environments [4, 5],
each solution targets a specific sets of applications topology,
network assumptions, and objectives. If targeting a specific
use case enables our community to move forward, a more
general framework should be designed in order to handle
requirements/constraints of the different applications. Our
work targets this objective and handle all the aforementioned
scenarios. Indeed, we provide in this paper a new formulation
of the placement problem considering a general definition
of service and infrastructure network through graphs using
constraint programming as discussed in the following section.

III. SERVICE DEPLOYMENT PROBLEM: SYSTEM MODEL
AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we propose to describe the accurate and
the comprehensive framework provided to address the Service
Placement Problem (SPP). The framework includes a system
model and a constraint satisfaction model, to represent the
problem using attributes that are critical for SPP in Fog
environments. Before describing the constraints and the op-
timization problem, we propose to model the infrastructure
network, and the Fog applications first.

A. System model

a) Infrastructure model:

Definition 1. The Fog Computing infrastructure is defined as
a directed graph GI =< H, E >, where H is the set of
host nodes (Cloud, Fog, and Things nodes) and E the network
connections between the nodes.

The infrastructure nodes may represent Cloud nodes (data
centers), Fog nodes (resources which provide computational
power and/or storage. e.g., routers, switches, PCs, etc.), or IoT
devices (sensors and actuators), at possibly different hierarchi-
cal layers. Each infrastructure node f is characterized by its
capacities U(f) such that U=(CPU, RAM, . . . ). Metrics like:
storage, network, energy resources, etc, can also be specified.

Nodes are interconnected via a set of links E , E =
H × H. Each link ei,j ∈ E , is characterized by the latency



LAT (ei,j) between source node i and sink node j, where
LAT (ei,i) = 0, and the bandwidth of the link as BW (ei,j),
where BW (ei,i) =∞.

b) Service model: The service model considered here
encompasses the different scenarios depicted in Section II.
Unlike the works found in the literature, which fits only in
one of the scenarios mentioned, our work is distinguished by
the genericity of the proposed model. Indeed, we consider
any type of services topology, as long as it can be represented
as a graph. So, let A be the set of services to be deployed
in physical network, the services can be abstracted to ap-
plication graphs. An application is denoted as a connected
graph Ga =< Ca,La >, where Ca defines the set of all
components of application a, and edges La ⊆ Ca×Ca defines
the inter-dependencies and communication demands between
components. Components and links are respectively defined as
in Definition 2, and Definition 3.

Definition 2. A component c ∈ Ca is defined by a set of
resource types denoted u(c), such as u = (Reqcpu, Reqram,
. . . ), where Reqcpu (resp. Reqram) is the number of cores
(resp. the amount of memory) required by the component.
Other requirements can be specified. An application compo-
nent can be a fixed component, i.e., has a specific infrastruc-
ture node where it must be deployed. We denote by Φa ⊆ Ca
the set of fixed components and by φa(c) the physical node
where the component must be deployed.

Definition 3. A link (or pair) k ∈ La is a couple k =
(source, sink), where source, sink ∈ Ca are respectively
source and sink component of k. For each k, we define
Reqlat(k) as the maximum acceptable latency between com-
ponents, and Reqbw(k) as the bandwidth requirements for k.

In the rest of the paper, we use interchangeably the term
service and application.

c) Deployment: Deployment of a set of applications
A over a Fog infrastructure GI is a mapping of all the
components C such that C =

⋃
a∈A Ca, over the nodes in

H and of all the pairs in L such that L =
⋃

a∈A La onto
the physical links in E . The deployment of C on H amounts
to finding the infrastructure devices that satisfy the constraints
on resource capacities, i.e., ensure that the resources of all the
deployed components do not exceed the resource capacities
of the infrastructures nodes. The mapping of a pair k ∈ L is
to find a path in the physical graph such that the networking
constraints are respected i.e., satisfy the required networking
resources (in term of bandwidth, latency...).

Remark 1. The mapping of a pair k ∈ L may form an
Hamiltonian path.

In the next section We define the deployment of components
to the infrastructure’s nodes and its related constraints.

B. A constraint-based model for SPP (CP-SPP model)
In this section, we describe how to tackle service placement

problem in Fog infrastructure using constraint programming
approach.

Constraint programming [12] has been widely used in a
variety of domains such as production planning, scheduling,
timetabling, and product configuration. The basic idea of
constraint programming is that user formulates a real-world
problem as a CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problem) and then
a general purpose constraint solver calculates solution for it.
Formally, a CSP is defined by a triplet 〈V, D, C〉, where V is
the set of variables, D is the set of domains associated with the
variables, and C is the set of constraints. A constraint cstr(j),
associates with a sub-sequence vars(cstr(j)) ∈ V, defines
the allowed combinations of values which satisfy cstr(j).
A constraint is equipped with a monotonically decreasing
function that removes from the domains of vars(cstr(j))
values that cannot satisfy cstr(j). Combining the definition
of service placement problem and the basic idea of constraint
programming, the problem of applications mapping can be
modeled by CSP in the following way:

1) Set of variables and their domains: To translate the
component placement problem into a constraint satisfaction
problem, we introduce a set of decision variables. We propose
to distinguish here the variables related to nodes and those
related to arcs respectively. We note that for the needs of the
modeling, we increase the GI by adding a supersink node
to which all graph nodes can access (including itself). The
supersink denoted by α has an unlimited resources (CPU,
RAM...), and the edges that link the infrastructure node to
α, and α to itself, have an infinite capacity.

a) Variables related to nodes: For each pair k ∈ L , we
define the following:

• s = {sk|k ∈ [1, |L |]}. Variable sk denotes the node
that hosts the source component of pair k. sk takes these
values in H.

• t = {tk|k ∈ [1, |L |]}. tk denotes the node that hosts the
sink component of pair k. The variables tk takes these
values in H.

• n = {nk,j |k ∈ [1, |L |], j ∈ [1, |H|]}. nk,j denotes the
host node at position j in the path of pair k. The variables
nk,j takes these values in H.

• h = {hi|i ∈ [1, |C |]}. hi denotes the node that hosts
component i, ∀i ∈ C . hi takes these values in H.

• p = {pk|k ∈ [1, |L |]}. Variable pk denotes the position
of tk in nk (position of sk = 0). pk takes these values in
{1, . . . |H|}.

Remark 2. Since the only outgoing arc of α is a loop, n
always ends with at least one occurrence of α.

b) Variables related to arcs: For each pair k ∈ L , we
define the following variables:

• a = {ak,j |k ∈ [1, |L |], j ∈ [1, |H|]}. ak,j denotes the arc
between nk,j and nk,j+1 in path of pair k. The variables
ak,j takes these values in E .

• b = {bk,j |k ∈ [1, |L |], j ∈ [1, |H|]}. bk,j is the
bandwidth on arc ak,j .

• l = {lk,j |k ∈ [1, |L |], j ∈ [1, |H|]}. lk,j is the latency on
arc ak,j .



Remark 3. From Remark 2, the only outgoing arc from tk is
the one to α.

2) Set of constraints: Next we look at the relevant con-
straints of the problem. We introduce two types of constraints:
constraints related to nodes, and constraints related to arcs.

a) Constraints on nodes:
• C1. BINPACKING constraints [15] on resource capacities

of infrastructure nodes. These constraints are considered
for physical network nodes and are related to computa-
tional and memory limitations respectively. In a simpli-
fied way, we can say that a binpacking constraint ensures
that for all physical nodes, the sum of all mapped appli-
cations components demand not exceed their maximum
available capacities, with adding transversal filtering.

BINPACKING(〈h,Reqcpu〉, CPU),

BINPACKING(〈h,Reqram〉, RAM).

• Links between variables hk, nk,j and pk
– C2. The node at position 0 in the path nk is the

node that hosts the source component of pair k:

nk,0 = sk, ∀k ∈ L

– C3. The item at position pk in path nk is equal to
tk: tk = nk,pk

, ∀k ∈ L .
– C4. Position of tk if source and sink component of

a pair are the same: sk = tk ⇐⇒ pk = 1.
– C5. Avoid cycles in nk (all items of nk are differ-

ent [16] except if sk = tk):

ALLDIFFERENT(nk,j , ∀ j = {1, . . . , |H|}), ∀k ∈ L

– C6. Make sure that a path nk ends with at least
one occurrence of α (see Remark 2). REGULAR [17]
constraint ensures that values assigned to sequence
of variables belong to a given regular language, here
expressed by a regular expression :

REGULAR(nk, “[ˆα] + [α] + ”), ∀k ∈ L

– C7. Contiguous pairs: tk = sk′ , for all two pairs k
and k′ sharing a same application component

• C8. Locality constraint: hi = φa(i), ∀i ∈ Φa,∀a ∈ A.
Restrict the fixed component to the specified locality (i.e.,
to a given infrastructure node).
b) Constraints on arcs:

• C9. Respect bandwidth limit of each arcs:

BINPACKING(〈b, Reqbw〉, BW )

This constraint ensures that for each physical link, the
bandwidth demands of all applications must not exceed
maximum available bandwidth. This constraint is en-
coded as a BINPACKING constraint.

• C10. Satisfy latencies, per pair:

lk,j = LAT (ak,j), ∀k ∈ C , ∀j ∈ {0, . . . , |nk|}

|nk|∑
j=0

lk,j ≤ Reqlat(k), ∀k ∈ C

This constraint ensures that the end-to-end latency along
a path of pair k does not exceed the maximum acceptable
latency between the component of the pair.

C. Problem Optimization

An optimal solution to the CSP problem can be defined as:
given an objective function F , where the optimal solution is
achieved when F is minimized (resp. maximized), corresponds
to find a mapping M? ∈ M, such that ∀M, F (M?) ≤
F (M) (resp. F (M?) ≥ F (M)).

We notice that the expressive modeling power provided
by CP enables the development of compact and "natural"
models whereas the domain reduction by constraint prop-
agation ensures the determination of the globally optimal
solution. Additional features like the efficient determination
of the multiple solutions and near best solutions makes CP an
attractive optimization technique [18].

D. Search strategy

A key feature of constraint programming is the ability to
design specific search strategies to solve problems. In this
work a very basic enumeration strategy is applied on decision
variables s, t and n. The next variable to branch on is selected
in a sequential way (input order) and assigns to its current
lower bound.

E. Implementation of Constraint Programming-Based Service
Placement Algorithm (CP-SPP)

After formulating the service placement problem as CSP,
we now choose a constraint solver to solve the problem.
Constraint programming is often realized in imperative pro-
gramming by software library, such as CPLEX CP Opti-
mizer [19], JaCoP [20] and Choco [14]. We choose Choco
as our constraint solver (many times awarded at interna-
tional solver competitions MiniZinc1). Choco is a free Open-
Source Java library dedicated to Constraint Programming. It
aims at describing real combinatorial problems in the form
of constraint satisfaction problems and solving them with
constraint programming techniques by alternating constraint
filtering algorithms with a search mechanism. The CP-SPP
algorithm takes as inputs the infrastructure network and the
set of applications graphs to deploy, and output the set of
all feasible mapping. We can set an optimization function
and timeout for this algorithm to respectively compute an
optimal solution and reduce the search time of constraint
solver. In this case, constraint solver will return local or global
optimal solution until timeout expired. The performance of the
elaborated algorithm is described in the next section.

1https://www.minizinc.org/challenge.html



Fig. 2: Motivating example based on the experiments depicted in [9]. (a) Fog infrastructures, and (b) Smart Bell application.

Fig. 3: Greek Forthnet topology.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the provided
CP-SPP model built and solved using Choco solver [14]. The
experiments presented here focus essentially on the computing
times of our approach (how long it takes to solve the placement
algorithm) and its scalability. We first provide an overview
of our experimental setup before evaluating the benefits in
solving time of our framework.

A. Experimental Settings

a) Experimental Setting 1: For the first experiment, the
motivating example is based on the Fog infrastructure and
Smart Bell application introduced in [9] and illustrated in Fig-
ure 2. The infrastructure contains a Cloud server, three network
Points of Presence (PoP) in the edge layer and a number of
end devices in forty-three homes in the extreme edge layer.
End devices in each home has a box and a PC / mobile. The
global infrastructure is composed by 91 fog nodes and 86
sensors (camera and screen). The considered application in
this example is the Smart Bell application. It notifies home
inhabitants when they get a visitor. It serves three homes in a
same neighborhood. The main components of the application
are: i) Extractor that extracts human faces in captured images,
ii) DB that stores inhabitants’ and friends’ information, iii)
Recognizer that try to recognize visitors, iv) Decider that
makes reaction decisions for each visitor, v) Executor that
generate and send commands to inform inhabitants through

screens, and vi) Recorder that stores strangers’ information
and counting how many times a stranger appears.

The considered capacities of each fog node and links as well
as the requirements of each component and each application
binding are similar to those given in [9].

b) Experimental Setting 2: For the second part of our
evaluations, we consider an infrastructure network selected
from the Internet Topology Zoo2 as shown in Figure 3. This
practical topology allow us to evaluate in an accurate manner
the performance of our proposal for a realistic infrastructure.
The considered topology is based on the Greek Forthnet
topology composed by 60 PoPs and 59 links. Because Fog
Computing is a new paradigm which has not been practically
deployed in a reasonably large scale, we propose in these
experiments to derive larger graph by replicating the network
as follows: Gk denotes the graph generated by replicating k−1
time the Forthnet topology. To ensure the connectivity of the
generated graph, we randomly connect two nodes of the graph
(n) and graph (n − 1), ∀n = {1, . . . , k}. Here, we consider
respectively the following graphs: G2 (with 120 nodes), G5

(300 nodes), G10 (600 nodes) and G20 (1200 nodes).
The processing and the memory capacities for each infras-

tructure node are chosen randomly from respectively 10 to 100
GHz for CPU and 20 to 200 GB for RAM. For each edge in
the network, the bandwidth is chosen randomly to be between
100 and 10000 Mbps, and the latency to be between 1 and 10
ms.

We consider three types of application graphs as shown
in Figure 4 to deploy on infrastructure graph. Each of the
graphs feature a different number of components. For the
first service, we propose to consider an application composed
respectively by four components and four edges [11]. This
application is characterized by three types of components: i)
trigger service which sends tokens. These tokens transport
the collected measurements related to the end devices’, ii)
processing service that emulates the performed application
treatment, and iii) storage service that stores the received
tokens in memory for further processing (if necessary).

For the second application, we consider the "Smart Bell
application" [21] composed by six components and five edges.

2http://www.topology-zoo.org/



Fig. 4: Considered applications. (a) Storage Application [11], (b) Smart Bell application [21], and (c) A face recognition
application [22].

Application is based on the following set of software entities:
i) a Message Oriented Middleware (MQTT) that permits asyn-
chronous communications and eventing among the software
entities, ii) A Complex Event Processor (CEP) that operates
as an IoT event hub to aggregate, filter, and trigger IoT events
according to business rules, iii) A Mashup Engine called
Cocktail, that permits the execution of a graph of actions on
actuators and services. iv) An IoT Capillary Router called
Sensonet, which enlists heterogeneous connected things and
collects data, and v) a Face Recognition enabler.

The third application (face recognition application [22]) is
composed by eight components and seven edges. The face
detection process starts from the Pre-Processing part that
includes the necessary color conversion. Then, the Skin-tone
extraction is performed in order to differentiate areas that
are face candidates among other objects in the video frame.
From that stage, the potential face region is detected and
the equivalent facial features are extracted. This intermediate
result is fed into the database that finally replies if the face
that was detected exists in the database or not.

The applications presented here and considered for our eval-
uations allow us to capture a variety of application scenarios
where Fog Computing is relevant. Regarding the application
component requirements, the CPU and RAM, as well as band-
width and latency are chosen randomly respectively: within the
range of 1 to 2 for CPU (GHz), RAM (GB) and bandwidth
(Mbps), and from 100 to 1000 ms for latency.

In these experiments, we assume that applications arrive by
batch according to a Poisson law, and the placement service
policy is called either periodically or each time a new job
should be provisioned.

B. Performance Analysis

The goal of our analysis is to investigate the resolution
trends of our model based on the following three factors:
number of applications, number of components per applica-
tion, and infrastructure size. First, we propose to compare the
performance of our model with the algorithms provided in [9].
Next, we push the experiments further by analyzing the model
and observing the solving time of CP-SPP under the second
experimental setting.

Algorithm Resolution Time (s) Quality of
the solution

ILP 343 100%
First Fit 265 186.8%

GA 28 143.9%
DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0.3) 0.003 100.3%

CP-SPP 0.559 100%

TABLE I: Evaluation Results of Different Placement Algo-
rithms for the Smart Bell application [9].

1) Comparison of the CP-SPP Model with Algorithms pro-
vided in [9]: This evaluation compares the CP-SPP model
with (i) an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) algorithm imple-
mented using IBM CPLEX [19]), (ii) First Fit heuristic (based
on backtrack algorithm, that returns the first solution found (if
any)), (iii) a metaheuristic Genetic Algorithm (GA) (based on
refining a population (a set of placements) and continuously
generates new placements and adds them into the population),
and (iv) the heuristic "DAFNO-InitCO-DCO(0.3)" provided
by Xia et al. [9] that relies on a backtrack search algorithm
accompanied by two heuristics: (1) naive search that order the
fog nodes and applications components, and (2) search based
on anchors to minimize average latency. Here, we propose
(as considered in [9]) to deploy a single Smart Bell instance
on the infrastructure graph depicted in Figure 2.(a) while
minimizing a weighted average latency. In Table I, we give the
results (in term of quality of the solution and execution times)
provided in [9] by these four algorithms. We present also the
results obtained by the elaborated CP-SPP model. The column
"Quality of the solution" in Table I describes the difference of
the solution found compared to the optimal ones. The solution
provided by the approaches is normalized according to the
optimum. The optimal solution is considered as 100%.

By integrating the objective function considered in [9], the
provided CP-SPP allows obtaining the optimal solution almost
instantaneously compared to the traditional ILP approach that
takes more than 5 minutes. For the first fit algorithm, we
remark that the heuristic provides quite bad results whether
in terms of computing time or in terms of the quality of the
solution obtained. Indeed, the solution found is 87% higher
than the optimal solution, this is due to the risk of doing a
search based on backtracking that returns the first solution
found. GA meta-heuristic provides better results than the First



fit however, in terms of the quality of the solution, it remains
far from optimum with difference of 43%. The heuristic
proposed by Xia et al. [9] provides a better resolution time but
with a slight deviation from the optimum solution. Given these
first results, we can say that the CP-SPP model elaborated
in this work provide an interesting trade-off between quality
of the solution provided and the computing time which is
significantly better compared to conventional approaches.

2) Execution Times vs. Number of Deployed Services and
Infrastructure Size: These evaluations are based on the second
experimental settings presented in Section IV-A. In most works
found in the literature, to evaluate the performance of their
approaches and placement strategies, authors propose to de-
ploy only one application at each time interval on a relatively
small or medium infrastructure 3, our work aims to push the
evaluations further by deploying a batch of applications at once
and displays the advantage of our model in the context of Fog
Computing regarding the scalability issue. Hence, to show the
practicality of our framework, we propose to vary the number
of deployed service from 1 to 100 applications and observe
respectively the building and the resolution time of our model
for the first feasible solution that minimizes the number of
hosts in Fog infrastructure. We emphasize that the solutions
provided by the CP-SPP model present a proven upper bound
for the considered minimization problem. Figures 5 depict the
results of this analysis for the different network sizes.

For Figure 5, we notice that the deployment of a single
service and therefore the definition of a solution that satisfies
all the constraints is done almost instantaneously with a very
low impact of the infrastructure size, and this for all types
of considered applications, i.e, application with 1, 4, 6, or 8
components. The same trend is observed for the deployment
of monolithic services. Indeed, for this type of application the
size of the infrastructure has a slight influence on the search
time of an admissible solution.

For an infrastructure of 120 nodes, we observe that the
deployment of 100 applications with number of components
less than six are almost instant, and remain low when in-
creasing the services size (less than 1 minute for application
with six and eight components). For infrastructure of size 300,
we remark that the computing time remains relatively low.
For larger infrastructures (e.g., for G10 and G20), we remark
that our model is not intractable and it provides solutions to
such a problem size, which represents a significant advantage.
Regarding the execution time trend, it is straightforward to see
that this time increase when increasing the number of deployed
services and components. This aspect can be favored by using
another search strategy than the one used in this paper (see
Section III-D). This flexibility is provided by the CP modeling,
because we are not dependent on how the problem is solved.
So, the improvement and the modification of the model is very
simplified in this case.

3e.g., in [7], the authors considers an application of three components and
proposes to deploy it on infrastructure of size 9. In [11], one application is
deployed composed by four components every 2 minutes on infrastructure
with 70 nodes. Ditto in many other papers.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the use of constraint programming to
address in a more generic manner the service placement prob-
lem in Fog Computing infrastructures. Our model considers
the applications and the Fog infrastructure following different
scenarios. We provide a set of constraints that formulates the
problem and solve it using Choco-solver.

The evaluations we performed show that our implementation
on top of Choco-solver provides a good tradeoff between
resolution times and solutions quality. We thus argue that CP-
based approaches can be effectively used to address this kind
of problems. The expressive and flexible modeling language
CP natively comes with minimizes placement description
effort and eases its enhancement. In addition, the systematic
resolution algorithm is almost configuration-less and provides
competitive performance.

As future works, we identify three important directions.
First, we plan to extend our model to include the notion
of the service sharing. Our idea is to add new rules that
will enable the merge of identical software components (i.e.
processing units that provide the same service) and thus reduce
the processing footprint overall. The use-cases we envision are
related to the (i) network function chaining and (ii) data-stream
problems. In both cases similar functions (load-balancing,
firewall, data-filtering, etc.) might be deployed several times
across the Fog infrastructure. Second, we will investigate the
relevance of our model in the context of the reconfiguration
(in the current study, only the initial placement has been
considered). The challenges is related to the modeling of
the dynamic aspect of both IoT applications and the Fog
Computing infrastructure. Finally, it would be interesting to
study how our CP-based approach can be extended to answer
questions such as “How many replicas of a service we should
deploy to ensure a certain quality of services to all users ?”
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